Terms of Use — DO NOT PRINT THIS PAGE, BUT DO READ IT FIRST.

We hope you enjoy this free unit study with your children, but it does have some restrictions that you accept when
you download. Please read carefully.

You may do this:

→ Use our printables and unit study for all your needs at home or for your homeschool co-op class.
Note: Also, at the end of this document I have attached a signed copyright permission form if you need to have this
lapbook printed at an Office Supply and have trouble getting it printed because of copyright permission.
Simply fill out the permission with your name and take it with you. If the Office Supply place needs to email, then my
email is tinahomeschools@yahoo.com. Otherwise, it’s not necessary to email me.

You may not do this:

→Host our .pdf files on your blog, website or any other public place.
→Share our files on a file sharing site.
→Share just the pdf. You must link to the page url, not the .pdf.
→ Print a copy for every family in a co-op class. Each family must print their own copy from our page link.
This unit study and free printables are copyright Tina Robertson of Tina’s Dynamic Homeschool Plus and iHomeschool
Network - host.

How Best to Use this Unit Study & Lapbook
Unit studies in my home are used as stand alone studies and for enrichment.
This unit study was created as an enrichment and delightful way to introduce the spring season. The emphasis on this
study is on fun, quick, engaging and easy to do.
As with all of my unit studies, you can expand them to add your own content.
Remember, not all kids love the cutting part of a lapbook and it’s okay to help them do it. The focus should be on learning.
In addition, my kids love options and so I have photos and/or coloring pages options for the front of the lapbook.
We also love color in our lapbooks, so every minibook is full of color. If you choose to not print them in color, choose
grayscale when you print. But, giving you a lapbook full of color is the way I roll.

Lapbook Photos
I have included lapbook photos for you to glance at in case you’re new to lapbooking or if some of the books are not self-explanatory. The photos begin on

page 17 and gives you a visual of how the lapbook should look and where to
place each minibook.
That’s it! Enjoy this unit study and thank you for honoring copyright law.
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{PRINT THIS PAGE THROUGH PAGE15 ON CARDSTOCK}

Your child can
use his own art
work, coloring
pages or these
pieces to decorate the front
outside flaps of
his lapbook or
notebook page.
Print and glue
to front outside
flaps.
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This is the back of the minibook and this part is glued onto the page.
Fold in the right side first,
then the left side, which is the
cover.
Cut on solid lines to form 6
tabs. Lift tabs and paste the
definition under the tab or
have your child write in his
own definition.

Two rainy seasons per year.

Landscape feature which may carry surface water during rainy
months.

Bimodal rainy season
The study of the relationship between plants and people.

wash

succulence

Period of inactivity in response to
heat and dryness.

estivation

Plant that usually has a succulent
stem and spines on areoles and
no leaves.
cacti

Staple area

Ethnobotany

Ability of plants to store water in
stems, leaves, or roots.

1
This is a simple flip mini book. The pages are numbered and found all throughout this document where there was space. Cut out each page and staple on the left side and glue to the
file folder. The pages for this book are found on pages 8,9,13,14 and 15.
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This is a 5 page layered book. Write
the name of each desert on the
white area on the colored box. Write
where each desert is located on the
dotted lines and another fact or two
if your student wants to. Cut out and
layer from shortest (title page) to
longest (Sonoran Desert). Staple at
top in staple area.

Staple area

The Mojave Desert is in parts of California, Nevada, and Arizona.
Pic attribution: Commons Wikipedia
Staple area

The Chihuahuan Desert is in parts of
New Mexico, Texas, and Mexico. Pic
attribution: Commons Wikipedia
Staple area

The Great Basin Desert is in Nevada and parts of Utah, Arizona,
Idaho, and Oregon.

The Sonoran Desert is in Arizona,
California, and Mexico.
©Tina’s Dynamic Homeschool Plus & iHomeschool Network

This is the back of the
minibook. Fold flaps toward the front and glue
this part to your page.
Glue the round title page
inside the front of this
book.

Glue this round title page inside
the triangle shaped book under
the flaps in the center.

This part is folded back and glued to your page. The title part of this page
hangs down after folded to cover the two minibooks underneath it. The rest
of the pieces for this book are on the next page.
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This is the back. Fold
minibook in half and
glue under the title
page Monsoons & Deserts.

This is the back. Fold
minibook in half and
glue under the title
page Monsoons & Deserts.

Bimodal is a rain
pattern and it means
two rainy seasons per
year.
The Sonoran Desert
has a bimodal rainfall
system.

Cut out all the pieces on this page. They all go with the mini book Monsoons &
Deserts on the previous page. Fold the two minibooks on this page in half. Glue
the gray pages
inside the minibooks above.
Then, glue both minibooks under the cover page on the previous page.

The bottom piece goes glued on the top inside the title page on the previous
page.

Because desert ground
is so dry and hard, little
rain water soaks into the
ground. Instead it is rapidly channeled downstream in the desert
washes and washes become dangerous places
of fast moving water.

Monsoon rains means there is a seasonal shift in winds which causes a
dramatic increase of rain in the summer months.
But, the splendid display of wildflowers in spring depends on complicated factors that are not always easy to understand.
Wildflower blooms depend on sufficient rain and temperatures during
the growing season. Spring blooming annuals have a small window in
fall in which to germinate. If there are blooms, they will peak and last
about two weeks. Other important factors are soil type and vegetation
coverage.
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Cut out blue-ish inside page at the
bottom and glue inside this book
This is the back of this minibook.
Fold this minibook in half and glue this
back part to your page.

Nesting gets underway for Costa’s hummingbirds in February and before spring. Some birds stay year-round
while others migrate to the Sonoran Desert in later winter or early spring. Costa's hummingbirds don’t just
rely only on the flowers, which are becoming abundant during early spring, but on the insects that frequent
the flowers. Spring wildflowers begin to bloom in February and peak in March following wet winters in the
Sonoran Desert. The Mexican gold poppy may bloom so heavily that entire hillsides turn orange.

Staple area

Staple area

There are many varieties of flowers that will bloom including the orchidlike flowers of the desert willow, (Chilopsis linearis), which are a beautiful
pink or purple color. They first begin to appear in April and last until August. Desert willows are most often found in arroyos or near streams.
During the autumn and winter, they lose their leaves. Too, saguaros
bloom in April and May, providing a valuable nectar source for the endangered lesser long-nosed bat. And ironwoods break buds in late April
and early May, flowering for 10-18 days before shedding their flowers,
leaving a pink blanket on the desert floor.

2
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Staple area

The term ‘horse latitude’ originated
before motorized shipping when vessels depended on the wind to move.
The pattern of global air movement
would cause ships to become stuck at
these latitudes due to lack of air
movement. Sailors would throw horses or other livestock over the boat to
save precious drinking water. Other
vessels would then encounter floating
horses - thus the name ‘horse latitudes.

Deserts created by rain shadows are
only evident on the windward side of
mountains. The interior effect is responsible for bringing dry air to regions and therefore limiting the
amount of rainfall available. Good
examples of this are the deserts of
Asia. These deserts are tucked into
the interior of a large land mass that
does not receive much moisture from
any large body of water

This is the back. Cut out as one unit. Then fold this part
back and down. Banner will hang down below and side
pages will fold in.

4
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This is the
side flap.
Crease
back. And
glue to
bottom
flap.

This is the
side flap.

Have your child write
the name of the desert
landforms on the blue
part. Fold the blue part
back and use the cards
for geography memorization. Store in pocket.

This is the bottom. Crease this back and up
then glue sides in here. Then glue the pocket
to your page.
sand
dunes

arch

butte

arroyo

columns

mesa
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Begin cutting here.

This area is the back of this
pocket book, which has 10 pockets.
Cut on solid black line BUT not
all the way through. Look at arrows.
Then flip this page to the other
side being careful to not tear
page where the cut line is and
fold on gray lines right above
colored pockets up and in.
In other words fold in both the
right and left side. These are
your pockets.
Then fold the page in HALF
where the cut is and start accordion folding each side of the
page. Accordion fold on the
white lines to separate each
pocket.
Also, glue or put tape on each
end of the page where the
pocket is.
Look at Page 20 for a photo of
how to do this.
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Stop cutting here. Do NOT cut
all the way through the page.



hunts together in
groups



excellent eyesight



can jump far distances



excellent hearing in
the dark



venom



shakes rattle to scare
off predators




long toes for scratching up dirt
quick take-offs

wedge themselves in
rock cracks and fills
body with air for protection from predator



sharp claws for digging up insects



sharp canines



can climb steep cliffs





good sense of smell
and good hearing

small enough to hold
in your hand, but can
kill a dove twice their
size



Cut out the animal fact cards on this page
and place in the pocket book made on the
previous page.
Then fold the pocket accordion book and
place in pocket on next page.


colors tell predators
they’re venomous



shifts foraging to
temperature



lives underground



mainly eats insects

You can use the accordion book as a teaching
tool by having your child take it out and
place the accordion book on the table.
Have your child recall a few facts about each
animal, then pull the card up to verify. This is
a self-teaching game and easy and fun way
to remember a few facts about the animals
of the Sonoran Desert.
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This is the
side flap.
This is the side
flap. Crease
back. And glue
to bottom flap.

Put accordion
book with
pockets and
animal facts
in this big
pocket.

Staple area

Staple area

This is the bottom. Crease this back and up
then glue sides in here. Then glue the pocket
to your page.

6
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Staple area

8

This is the back of the minibook.
Fold this book in half and glue
this part to the file folder.
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1. It only grows in the Sonoran Desert.
2. It is pronounced sah-wah-roh.
3. It is the largest cactus in the United
States.
4. It will normally reach heights of 40
feet.
5. The tallest saguaro ever measured
was 78 feet in the air.
6. Some saguaros have dozens of arms
and others produce none. It’s a mystery.
7. It has a marvelous root system. It will
send a tap root down as far as 5 feet
to get stored water underground.

8. Most of the water collected is stored to
be used later during periods of drought.
9. As it produces fruit, bats will eat it and
help to spread the seeds across the desert.
10. It has become a symbol of the American West.

Staple area

Staple area

These pages are the inside pages of the minibook, Seguaro Giant of the Desert, on the previous page. Cut
out and glue on the left and right inside of the book.

10
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You may do this:

→ Use our printables and unit study for all your needs at home or homeschool co-op class.
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